
This list was commissioned by a patron who was a Western fan. He'd been reading Louis
L'Amour and William Johnstone, so I was trying to find him some comparable readalikes. He was
also a big fan of suspense and mysteries, so I wrote a separate list about contemporary Western
mysteries for him. 

Ralph Compton. Recommended for both L'Amour and Johnstone fans. Compton writes action-packed,
fast-paced Western adventures featuring traditional heroes that evocatively depict the Old West. 
Elmer Kelton. Kelton's work is a bit less action-packed than L'Amour and concentrates more on the
characters, but they're recommended for L'Amour readers because of their decent and honorable main
characters; vivid, authentic depictions of the setting; and bittersweet descriptions of a vanishing way of
life. 
John D Nesbitt. Nesbitt is recommended for L'Amour fans due to the authenticity of his work, but he is
also a great crossover read for mystery lovers in general since his gritty ranch-set Westerns always have
a mystery at their heart. These books are very interested in the idea of justice and also feature honest
protagonists with strong moral codes. 
Max Brand. Action-packed, fast-paced Westerns that feature adventures in the fictional High Mountain
Desert. Brand is a good readalike for L'Amour since they have a comparable amount of action, but
Brand's work is less richly detailed and evocative of its setting. 
Zane Grey. Like L'Amour, Grey is a classic Golden Age Western author who excels at crafting action-
packed tales. Grey also writes beautiful descriptions of the setting and is interested in the changing times
that caused the Old West to vanish. However, Grey romanticizes the subject far more than the other
authors on this list. 
Douglas C Jones. Recommended for L'Amour readers. Unlike many of the other authors on this list,
Jones's books rarely venture farther West than Arkansas, but he is a talented storyteller who writes
authentic, action-packed stories about settling the West. 
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